
2022 Big Jim Pettit / Pacific Coast Hobby Stock Nationals

Each driver will  be awarded a point value based upon their starting and finish position. The shaded boxes indicate how many points each
position starts with. You will receive 12.5 points for each position you gain, or you will lose 8.5 points for each position you lose. 

Each drivers starting position will be calculated from the 1st initial green flag taken (This line up will also be used to set up the second set of heats
in the reverse order)

 If a car was initially scheduled to start on the 3 rd row inside and the 2nd row inside car does not make the call for their heat, then the
inside row will move forward and the driver will move to the 2nd row inside and will earn passing points from that position

 Any restarts that occur do not affect the passing points as the original starting position does not reset after the initial green.
 Any driver that elects to start at the rear of a heat will earn passing points from the 1 st place starting position. A driver that elects for the

rear in the first heat will also start in the rear for the second heat and earn points from the 1 st place starting position
 If you arrive late and miss pill draw or are late to staging you will start in the rear of both heats and earn passing points from the 1 st place

starting position
Friday Night



 1st set of Heat Races, lined up by pill draw with passing points awarded
 2nd set of Heat Races, lined up in reverse order of the first set, based on initial green
 Top 16 cars in points qualify for Friday’s Main
 The A-Main will be lined up by passing points

o Top 8 in points will meet on the front stretch to determine their starting spots
 The top 4 finishers of the Main will qualify for a spot in the big show on Saturday night
 All drivers that start Friday nights Main will earn points for their finish and these points will be added to their

passing point total
o 5th place will earn 12 points and -1 point per position after that

Saturday Night: Based on 8 heats (  These numbers may change based on car counts  )  

Heats:

 1 set of heat races will be run lined up by Friday nights total points
 Any driver that did not race on Friday night will start in the back of the heat
 The winner from each heat race will go to the A-Main Event
 Heat finishers 2nd-4th will transfer to the B-Main
 Heat finishers 5th – 8th will transfer to the last chance B-Main qualifier
 The 4 Friday Night transfers will redraw for their starting positions in the big show

Last Chance B-Main Qualifier (Based on 2 qualifiers- this may change based on car counts)

 Top 4 from each qualifier will transfer to the B-Main

B-Main (Based on 2 B-Mains – this may change based on car counts)

 Top 4 from each B main will transfer to the big show


